
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But, as he ____________________ on board, a strange thing occurred.1.
(drag)

was being dragged

The call came at the right moment and he entered, knowing as he did so
that a definite step __________________ and life would never be for him the
same again.

2.

(take)
was being taken

You believed innocent people ______________________.3. (murder)were being murdered

Yet this girl _________________ to find addresses as part of her work.4.
(pay)

was being paid

It __________________ in upon him gradually that he was not a shouting
success in business so far.
5.

(bear)
was being borne

The next thing I knew something ___________________ down my throat.6.
(pour)

was being poured

She felt that she ___________________ at too long.7. (stare)was being stared

At many places along the front of attack the Germans
____________________ back and at others French and British were holding
their positions firmly.

8.

(drive)
were being driven

Somewhere at hand a citizen ___________________, for vague,
quick-moving forms emerged into the radiance of his lanthorn out of the deep
violet of the night air.

9.

(beat)

was being beaten

And then, as suddenly as I speak, I realized that a window on the second
floor ___________________ gently.
10.

(open)was being opened

Meanwhile, a rapid examination _________________.11. (make)was being made

Minutes later we _____________________ into the open space we had
just left.
12.

(lower)
were being lowered

And each man in the area ____________________ up.13. (check)was being checked
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He ___________________, not the school.14. (judge)was being judged

Little they knew that a tragedy ___________________ out before their
very eyes.
15.

(play)
was being played

When she opened her eyes again, she
_______________________________.
16.

(lift/and/carry)was being lifted and carried

You would see that then thoughts ______________________ out of the
hearts of many.
17.

(reveal)
were being revealed

But he knew that he ____________________, and that it would be worse
than useless for him to attempt to escape.
18.

(watch)
was being watched

It ___________________ more slowly than I had expected.19. (drive)was being driven

I burst out in deep anger at the way I ____________________.20. (treat)was being treated
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